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“Any story by Jance is a joy.”—Chattanooga Times Now fans of the enormously popular Sheriff
Joanna Brady suspense series by J.A. Jance can discover another side to the acclaimed New
York Times bestselling author. Until Proven Guilty—a riveting tale of the very worst kind of murder
—marks the debut of Seattle Homicide Detective J.P. Beaumont. This Premium Plus edition of
Until Proven Guilty—the classic novel that put the incomparable Jance on the crime fiction map
—indisputably proves that she truly belongs “in the elite company of Sue Grafton and Patricia
Cornwell” (Flint Journal).

Praise for J.A. Jance:“Jance delivers a devilish page-turner.”From the Back CoverThe little girl
was a treasure who should have been cherished, not murdered. She was only five-too young to
die-and Homicide Detective J.P. Beaumont of the Seattle Police Department isn′t going to rest
until her killer pays dearly. But Beaumont′s own obsessions and demons could prove dangerous
companions in a murky world of blind faith and religious fanaticism. And he is about to find out
that he himself is the target of a twisted passion . . . and a love that can kill.--This text refers to
the mass_market edition.About the AuthorJ.A. Jance is the New York Times Bestselling author
of more than sixty books. Born in South Dakota and raised in Bisbee, Arizona, she and her
husband live in the Seattle area with their two longhaired dachshunds, Mary and Jojo.--This text
refers to the mass_market edition.From the Inside FlapThe little girl was a treasure who should
have been cherished, not murdered. She was only five-too young to die-and Homicide Detective
J.P. Beaumont of the Seattle Police Department isn′t going to rest until her killer pays dearly. But
Beaumont′s own obsessions and demons could prove dangerous companions in a murky world
of blind faith and religious fanaticism. And he is about to find out that he himself is the target of a
twisted passion . . . and a love that can kill.--People --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.ReviewJ. P. Beaumont is a star attraction. (Booklist)<br ><br > Jance s
artistry keeps the reader guessing --Publisher's WeeklyTaut . . . entertaining. (Entertainment
Weekly) --Entertainment WeeklyCredible and entertaining. (Orlando Sentinel) --Orlando
Sentinel --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileA little girl is
murdered, and a mysterious woman in red comes to the funeral. Both events unalterably change
the life of Homicide Detective J.P. Beaumont. Engene starts off well with deep, gruff tones
perfect for an older, big city cop. Unfortunately, though, he has a tendency towards the
melodramatic which often overshadows the irony of the text. He handles the frequent (though
not graphic) sex scenes well, realizing the author's objective is to portray obsession rather than
titillate. One jarring note is his selection of voice for a minor character--the girlish, lisping whine
for a gay character has no place in these supposedly enlightened times. S.F. (c)AudioFile,
Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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J.A. JANCEUNTIL PROVEN GUILTYA J.P. Beaumont MysteryUNTIL PROVEN GUILTYTo Jay,
Jeanne, and Josh, and bargin matinees everywhere.ContentsChapter 1 She was probably a
cute kid once, four maybe five…Chapter 2 When we brought Suzanne back to Gay Avenue, the
place…Chapter 3 I dragged myself out of the house at seven-twenty and…Chapter 4 We were
standing with the doors open, ready to climb…Chapter 5 It was still raining Saturday morning,
so I grabbed a…Chapter 6 Sunday morning dawned clear and cold.Chapter 7 Anne Corley
stood quietly near the door while an attendant…Chapter 8 The phone was ringing as I stepped
off the elevator.Chapter 9 We were at 4543 Gay Avenue by nine-thirty the next
morning.Chapter 10 In the final analysis, we weren’t able to get it…Chapter 11 Walking into
the Four Seasons was like walking into a…Chapter 12 Through a sleepy haze, I sensed
someone touching me.Chapter 13 It was only as we rounded the corner of Lenora…Chapter 14
Peters, still intent on the tape, was playing it again…Chapter 15 The bike washed up with the
tide on Wednesday morning.Chapter 16 I stopped by the Doghouse and had a cup of…
Chapter 17 When I woke up, Anne’s fingers were tracing a…Chapter 18 We went down to F.X.
McRory’s on Occidental Street.Chapter 19 Maybe I should start reading the newspapers first
thing in the morning.Chapter 20 Work was a tonic for me that day.Chapter 21 We napped.
There on the Floor. Much later, nearly ten,…Chapter 22 Freshly shampooed hair, newly dried
and fragrant, awakened me on…Chapter 23 Some days are forever etched in your
memory.Chapter 24 My hands were shaking so badly I could hardly get…Chapter 25 I know
how Pharoah felt trying to catch Moses as…Chapter 26 Watkins and Means left hours
later.Epilogue: We buried Anne Corley Beaumont in her blue silk suit…About the AuthorBooks
by J. A. JancePraise for New York Times bestselling authorCopyright pageAbout the
PublisherChapter 1She was probably a cute kid once, four maybe five years old. It was hard to
tell that now. She was dead. The murder weapon was a pink Holly Hobbie gown. What little was
left of it was still twisted around her neck. It wasn’t pretty, but murder never is.Her body had
rolled thirty feet down a steep embankment from the roadway, tossed out like so much garbage.
She was still tangled in a clump of blackberry bushes when we got there. As far as I could see,
there was no sign of a struggle. It looked to me as though she had been dead several hours, but
a final determination on that would have to wait for the experts.My name is Beaumont. I’ve been
around homicide for fifteen years, but that doesn’t mean I didn’t want to puke. I was careful not to
think about my own kids right then. You can’t afford to. If you do, you crack up.My partner, Ron
Peters, was the new man on the squad. He had only been up from burglary a couple of months.
He was still at the stage where he was long on homicide theory and short on homicide practice.
This was his first dead kid, and he wasn’t taking it too well. He hadn’t come to terms with the
idea of a dead child as evidence. That takes time and experience. His face was a pasty shade of
gray. I sent him up to the road to talk to the truck driver who had called 911, while I prowled the
crime scene along with a small army of arriving officers.After the pictures, after the



measurements, it took the boys from the medical examiner’s office a good little while to drag her
loose from the blackberry bushes. If you’ve ever tried picking blackberries, you know it’s easy
enough to get in but hell on wheels to get back out. By the time they brought out the body bag, I
was convinced we weren’t going to find anything. We slipped and slid on the steep hillside,
without finding so much as a gum wrapper or an old beer can.I climbed back up and found to my
relief that I had waited long enough. The swam of killer bees that calls itself Seattle’s press corps
had disappeared with the coroner’s wagon. I like reporters almost as much as I like killers, and
the less I have to do with them, the better off I am.Peters’ color was a little better than it had
been. He was talking with a man named Otis Walker, who was built like an Alaskan grizzly. In the
old days people would have said Walker drove a sewage truck. These are the days of sanitary
engineers and environmentalists, so Walker told us he drove a sludge truck for the Westside
Treatment Center. That may sound like a high-class detox joint, but it isn’t. A rose by any other
name may smell as sweet, but if it looks like a sewage plant and smells like a sewage plant,
that’s what I call it.However, Otis Walker had a heavy, square jaw and a nose that showed signs
of more than one serious break. His biceps resembled half-grown trees. I chose not to debate
his job title. Despite his fearsome appearance, he was having a tough time talking to Peters. The
words stuck in his throat, threatening to choke him.“You gonna catch that SOB?” he asked me
when I appeared over Peters’ shoulder. I nodded. “I got a kid of my own at home, you know,” he
continued, “almost her age. Wears the same kind of gown. Shit!” He stopped and swiped at his
face with the back of one meaty paw.“That’s our job,” I told him. I wondered what kind of murder
this was. The easiest ones to solve are the hardest ones to understand, the husbands and lovers
and wives and parents who murder people they ought to cherish instead of kill. The random
killers, the ones who pick out a victim at a football game or a grocery store, are easier to
comprehend and harder to catch. That’s the problem with homicide.I turned to Peters. “You
about done here?”He nodded. “Pretty much.”Walker pulled himself together. “You guys through
with me?”“For right now,” Peters told him, “but don’t go out of town without letting us know where
to find you. With all this timely-trial crap from the Supreme Court, we may need to get ahold of
you in a hurry.”Walker looked dolefully at the blackberry clump halfway down the hill. He shook
his head. “I wish I never saw her,” he said. “I wish I’da just driven past and never knew she was
down there, know what I mean?” He climbed back into the huge blue tractor-trailer and started it,
waving halfheartedly as he eased past where Peters and I were standing.“What now?” Peters
asked.“Not much doing here as far as I can tell. Let’s go get something to eat and come back for
another look later.” The call had come in about eleven in the morning. It was now well after three.
I’m one of those guys who has to have breakfast, lunch, and dinner, or I begin to foam at the
mouth. I was getting close.Peters gave me a reproachful look. “How can you think about food?
Where are her parents? The medical examiner says she died sometime around nine or nine-
thirty. Someone should have come looking for her by now.”“Somebody will come,” I assured him.
“With any kind of luck it will be after we finish eating.” As it turned out, they found us before we
even got out of the car in the parking lot at G.G.’s. A marked patrol car pulled up beside ours. The



officer rolled down his window. His name was Sanders. I had seen him around the Public Safety
Building on occasion.“What have you got?” I asked him.“Missing child,” he replied. “A girl. Five
years old.”“Brown hair, in braids?” I asked him. “Holly Hobbie nightgown, pink?”He nodded. “The
call came in a little over half an hour ago. I went to check it out before calling you guys in. It could
have been someone who forgot to come home for lunch.”“She missed lunch, all right,” I told him.
“And it looks as though we will too. What’s the address?”“Gay Avenue,” he answered. “Forty-five
forty-three. I’ll lead you there.”Peters wheeled out of the parking lot behind the patrol car. “Why
the hell didn’t someone call us right away?” he muttered. “We could have been there a long time
ago.”Peters sometimes reminds me of an Irish Setter—tall, reddish hair, good-looking, loose-
jointed, not too bright at times. “Calling us on the radio would have been as good as taking out a
full-page ad in the Post-Intelligencer,” I told him. “We just got rid of that mob of reporters,
remember?”Peters’ jawline hardened, but he said nothing. Our partnership was still new and
relatively uneasy. We drove through Magnolia without the fanfare of lights and sirens.Magnolia is
set apart from the rest of Seattle by a combination of waterways and railroad tracks. On this
warm day in late April, flowers in well-manicured lawns were just coming into their own. Magnolia
is mostly an older, settled, residential neighborhood. Some of the houses are stately mansions
with white columns and vast expanses of red brick. I think I had a preconceived notion of the
kind of house we were going to, but I was in for a rude awakening. Gay Avenue was anything but
gay in every sense of the word.The patrol car led us to a hidden pocket of poverty just off
Government Way a few blocks east of the entrance to Discovery Park. The house at 4543 Gay
Avenue was a ramshackle two-story job that had formerly been someone’s pride and joy. It had
fallen on hard times. Once-white shingles had deteriorated to a grubby gray. Here and there a
missing one gaped like a jagged, broken tooth. Two giant stubs of trees gave mute testimony
that there had once been a front yard. Yellowed newspapers and old tires littered the weedy
grass. It was a perfect example of low-rent squalor plunked down in an otherwise acceptable
neighborhood. If I had been one of the neighbors, I would have considered suing whoever
owned that eyesore.At the sound of the cars a band of barefoot, ragtag kids came racing around
the house. One pressed a runny nose against Peters’ window and stared in at us as though we
were gorillas in a zoo. Peters turned to me. “Well?” he asked. “Are we getting out, or are we going
to sit here all day?”I’d rather take a beating than knock on a door and tell some poor
unsuspecting soul his kid is dead. I always think about how I’d feel if someone were telling me
about Scott or Kelly. There’s no way to soften a blow like that. “Don’t rush me,” I growled. “It’s the
worst part of this job.” I got out and slammed the door.Sanders came up just then. “What’s the
name?” I asked him.“Barstogi. Mother’s name is Suzanne. Kid’s name is Angela, but they call her
Angel.”“Father?”“I didn’t see one. There’s some kind of meeting going on in there. Probably ten
or twelve people.”Peters ambled up. He glanced at his watch. “What time did you say the call
came in?”“About two forty-five,” Sanders answered.“Five hours after she’s dead, somebody
finally notices she’s missing.” Peters’ voice was grim.I pushed open a gate that dangled
precariously on one rusty hinge. Gingerly I threaded my way through the debris and climbed



some rickety wooden steps. The bottom one was gone altogether. Most of the others were on
borrowed time. We stood on a tiny porch with those kids silently staring up at us. None of them
said a word. It struck me as odd. I would have expected a barrage of questions from a group like
that.“Don’t these kids talk?” I asked Sanders.He stopped with his hand poised, ready to knock.
“Not to me and probably not to you either. I meant to tell you. It seems to be some kind of
religious cult. The kids aren’t allowed to talk to anyone without permission. Same thing goes for
the adults.”He knocked then. Through a broken windowpane in the door we could hear the low
murmur of voices inside, but it was a long time before anyone answered.The woman who
opened the door was in her mid to late twenties. She was about five-six or so, solidly built. She
had long dishwater-blonde hair that was parted in the middle and pulled back into a long, thick
braid that hung halfway to her hips. With a little makeup, a haircut, and some decent clothes she
might have been reasonably attractive. As it was, she was a very plain Jane. She looked very
worried.“Did you find her?” she asked.Sanders didn’t answer. Instead he motioned to me. “This
is Detective Beaumont, ma’am, and Detective Peters. They’ll be the ones helping you now.” He
backed away from the door as though from the entrance of a cave full of rattlers. He didn’t want
to be the one to tell her. Peters hovered in the background as well, leaving the ball in my
court.“May we come in, Mrs. Barstogi?” I asked.She glanced uneasily over her shoulder. She
looked as happy to have us on her doorstep as we were to be there. “Well, I don’t know…,” she
began hesitantly, stopping abruptly as someone came up behind the partially opened door.“I
thought I told you to get rid of them, Sister Suzanne.” The unseen speaker was a man. His words
and tone held the promise of threat.“I did,” she said meekly. “I sent the first one away like you
said. There are two more.” Before she had looked worried. Now she seemed genuinely
frightened.“Your faith is being tested,” he continued severely. “You are failing. Jesus is watching
over Angel. You have no need to call on anyone else. Jesus wants you to trust in Him completely.
Haven’t you learned that yet? Are you still leaning on your own understanding?”She shrank from
the door at his words. I think she would have slammed it in our faces if I hadn’t used my old Fuller
Brush training and stuck my foot in the way. “We need to talk to you, Mrs. Barstogi. Is there
someplace where we can be alone?”I moved inside and Peters followed. The man who had
been standing just out of our line of vision was a heavy-faced, once-muscular man in his late
forties who was well on his way to going to seed. He was a little shorter than I am, maybe six-one
or so. He was wearing one of those Kmart special leisure suits that went out of style years ago.
On his chest hung a gold chain with a heavy gold cross dangling from it. The suit was electric
blue. So were his eyes, glinting with the dangerous glitter of someone just barely under
control.He placed himself belligerently between Suzanne and me.“We’re all family here,” he said.
“No one has anything to hide from anyone else. Privacy and pride are Satan’s own tools.”“Are
you Angela’s father?” I asked him.“Of course not!” he blustered.“Then I have nothing to say to
you.” I looked around. The living room was furnished with several period pieces in the Goodwill-
reject style. There was an assortment of degenerate chairs and worn couches. The gray carpet
was mottled with stains and soil. Seated around the room was a group of women. They could



have been sardines from the same can for all you could tell them apart. None of them spoke. All
eyes were riveted on the man who stood between Suzanne Barstogi and me.“Is your husband
here. Mrs. Barstogi? Where can we reach him?”She glanced surreptitiously at the man’s face
before answering, as if expecting him to tell her what to say or whether or not she should answer
at all. “I don’t have a husband,” she said finally, looking at the floor.The four of us had been
standing in a muddy vestibule, just inside the door. Now Peters moved swiftly around me. He
took Suzanne Barstogi’s elbow. Before anyone could object, he led her out onto the porch. The
man made as if to follow, but I barred his way.“We are going to talk to her alone,” I told him. “If you
don’t want to end up in jail, you’ll stay right here while we do it.” I turned and left him there,
closing the door behind me.The children, standing in an ominously quiet group, were still
watching. Peters was attempting to shoo them away as I came out the door. He maintained a
firm grip on Suzanne’s arm. I think he figured she might try to dash back into the house if he let
her go.“Mrs. Barstogi,” I said. “When is the last time you saw your daughter?”“When I put her to
bed.” Her eyes were wide with fear as she answered. I couldn’t tell if it was fear for her daughter
or fear of the consequences that would greet her when she returned to the house.“What time
was that?” This, unsurprisingly, was from Peters. I never met anyone so concerned about
time.Suzanne paused uncertainly. “It must have been between three and four.”“In the morning?”
Peters asked incredulously.She nodded. “She fell asleep at church. I carried her in from the car
and put her to bed.” She spoke as though there were nothing out of the ordinary in the
hour.“What was she wearing?”“I told the other man all this. Do we have to go over it again?”“Yes,”
I answered. “I’m afraid we do.”“She was wearing a pink nightgown, one she got for Christmas last
year.”“We’ll need you to come downtown,” Peters said.“Now?” she asked.“Yes, now,” I told her.
Peters propelled her off the porch. He opened the door and helped her into the car, motioning for
me to follow. “I’ll drive,” he said.It figured. If he drove, I would have to tell her. I’m not the kind to
keep score or hold grudges, but about then I figured Peters owed me one.I followed her into the
backseat. She scrambled as far as she could to the opposite side of the car. She looked like a
cornered animal. “Who is that man in the house?” I asked as Peters turned on the ignition. “Is he
a relative of yours?”She shook her head. “That’s Pastor Michael Brodie. He’s the pastor of our
church, Faith Tabernacle. I called him when I couldn’t find Angel. He said the best thing for us to
do would be to turn it over to the Lord. He brought the others over, and we’ve been praying ever
since. Wherever two or more are gathered together—”“What time was that?” Peters interrupted.
He was beginning to sound like a broken record.“I got up about eleven and they got here a little
before noon,” she said. Peters made a sound under his breath. I couldn’t hear, but I don’t think it
was too nice.“Angel does that,” Suzanne continued. “She wakes up before I do. She’ll have
breakfast and watch TV.” She stopped suddenly as though something was just beginning to
penetrate. “Why are we going downtown?” It was the moment I had been dreading. There was
no way to postpone it further.“I believe we’ve found your daughter,” I said gently.“Where is she?
Is something the matter?”“A little girl was found in Discovery Park earlier this morning. I’m afraid
it may be Angel. We have to be certain. We need you to identify her.”“Is she dead?” she asked.I



nodded. I deliberately didn’t tell her about the gown. I didn’t want to dash all hope at once. She
needed some time for adjustment. I expected tears, screaming, or wailing. Instead, Suzanne
Barstogi heard the words in stunned silence. She closed her eyes and bowed her head.“It’s my
fault,” she whispered. “It’s because I called you. Pastor Michael is right. I’m being punished for my
lack of faith.”We were at a stoplight. Peters turned and looked at her. “She was dead long before
you called us,” he said bluntly. “Your lack of faith had nothing to do with it.” The light changed,
and we went on.Suzanne gave no indication that she had heard what Peters said. “I disobeyed,
too,” she continued. “I snuck upstairs to use the phone so no one would know.” She lapsed into
silence. We left her to her own thoughts. It seemed the decent thing to do.By the time we led her
up to the slab in the morgue, Suzanne Barstogi was a study in absolute composure. When the
attendant pulled back the sheet, she nodded. “I killed her, didn’t I?” she said softly to no one in
particular. She turned to me. “I’m ready to go home now.”Chapter 2When we brought Suzanne
back to Gay Avenue, the place was crawling with people. It seemed to me there were even more
Faith Tabernacle people than earlier in the day. Evidence technicians had gone over the house
thoroughly, searching for trace evidence, dusting for fingerprints, looking for signs of forced entry
or struggle. Everything pointed to the conclusion that Angel Barstogi had left the house willingly,
wandering off maybe with someone she knew.So who did she know? I looked around the room.
All these folks, certainly, including Pastor Michael Brodie himself, who was holding court in the
living room. He was very angry. His parishioners were walking on eggs for fear of annoying him
further, abjectly catering to his every need.Sergeant Watkins brought us up to speed on the
situation. Police procedures notwithstanding, Brodie was accustomed to being in charge. He
didn’t want anyone talking to his people outside his presence. It was only after Watkins
threatened to jail him for obstruction of justice that he finally knuckled under. He sat by the door,
still silently intimidating those who filed past him. One by one our detectives took people to
separate rooms to record their statements. They were not eager to talk. It was like pulling teeth.
We could have used some laughing gas.Peters and I took our turn in the barrel. The other
officers had pretty well finished up with the adults and were going to work on the grungy kids. I
took one of the boys, the one who had pressed his nose against the car as Peters and I drove up
the first time. We had to walk past Pastor Michael. He shot a withering glance at the kid. The boy
seemed to cower under its intensity.“What’s your name?” I asked as we went up the
stairs.“Jeremiah.”“You scared of him?”He nodded. We went into a bedroom and closed the door.
The bed was unmade. I straightened a place for us to sit on the bed, then took a small tape
recorder from my pocket.“Do you know what we’re going to do?” He shook his head. “I’m going
to ask you some questions and record both the questions and the answers.”“Are you sure it’s
okay? I mean, we’re not supposed to talk to people.”“Why?”“Pastor Michael says that people on
the outside are tools of the devil and that we can catch it from them. It’s like chicken pox.”“You
won’t catch anything from me, Jeremiah. I promise.” I switched on the recorder. “My name is
Detective J. P. Beaumont. It’s five twenty-five p.m. on Thursday, April twenty-eighth. This
statement is being taken in reference to Angel Barstogi, deceased. What is your name,



please?”“Jeremiah Mason.”“And are you giving this statement willingly?”He nodded his head.
“You’ll have to give your answers aloud,” I told him.“Yes,” he whispered.“Did you know Angel,
Angela Barstogi?”“Yes.” His answer was so muted that I didn’t know whether or not my recorder
would pick it up.“You’ll have to speak a little louder, Jeremiah.”“Yes,” he said again.“When is the
last time you saw her?”“Last night at church. We were playing tag.”“Was there anything unusual
about her last night?”He thought for a moment, then shook his head. “No,” he said, remembering
the recorder.“How long have you known Angel?”“Long time,” he replied.“Were you friends?”He
made a face. “Angel’s a girl,” he said. Obviously being a girl precluded her being a friend.
“Besides,” he added, “she’s just a little kid.”“Do you know why we’re here asking
questions?”“Somebody said it’s because Angel’s dead.”“That’s true. And we’re trying to find out
who did it. That’s my job.”“Pastor Michael says God did it because Angel wouldn’t obey the
rules.”“What rules?”“She was all the time talking to people. Even when Pastor Michael got after
her, she still did it.”“He got after her?”“He gave her a licking in church. That’s what he always
does, but Angel never cried no matter what he did. The other kids knew that if they’d cry he’d
stop. Angel wouldn’t cry. That made him real mad.”“I’ll just bet it did,” I said. “And what about you?
Did you ever get a licking in church?”He nodded. “Once for stealing some food from the kitchen
after dinner and once for running away.”“Are you afraid you’ll get in trouble?”He nodded again.
“Pastor’s mad that we’re all talking to you.”“How old are you, Jeremiah?”“Eight.” As we spoke, I
had noticed a bruise on top of his wrist. A small part of it was visible at the bottom of his sleeve. I
pushed the shirt sleeve up, revealing five distinct marks on his arm, a thumb and four
fingers.“How did that happen?”He shrugged and looked sheepish. “I fell down,” he said.“Where
do you live?”“In Ballard, not far from the church.”“With your parents?”“With my mom and my
stepfather.”“And how does he treat you, your stepfather?”“All right, I guess.”I could see I had
gone beyond what he would tell me. It was one thing to talk about Angela Barstogi. It was quite
another to talk about Jeremiah Mason. He could still feel pain. Angel couldn’t. “Is there anything
you’d like to add?”He considered. “I’m going to miss Angel,” he said, “even if she was a girl.”I
reached into my pocket and pulled out a business card with my name and telephone number on
it. “If anyone gets after you about today, I want you to call me, understand?” He nodded.I started
toward the door but Jeremiah stopped me. He reached behind a broken-down dresser and
pulled out a cup, a child’s cup with the ABC’s around the top and bottom. The name Angela was
written in bright red letters on one side. Gingerly he handed it to me.“It was hers,” he said. “Pastor
Michael told her to get rid of it, but she didn’t. We hid it.” He stopped and stood looking at the
cup, shifting uneasily from foot to foot. “Do you think I could keep it?”Nodding, I returned it to his
grubby hand. “I think Angel would like that.”As soon as he had once more concealed the cup, I
walked Jeremiah back downstairs. Brodie glared at him as we came past, but he refrained from
comment. I guess Sergeant Watkins’ threat of jail had carried some weight with Brodie. He had
all the earmarks of a bully and a coward, someone who would lord it over those who were
weaker than he. I wondered about his frustration at being faced with a tough little kid who
refused to cry. I wondered if, by not crying, Angel Barstogi had signed her own death warrant. It



was a possibility.As a homicide detective, however, I’m not allowed to act on mere hunches. I
can move only when I have solid evidence that points me in a certain direction. I had a feeling
about Michael Brodie, but nothing substantial. Jeremiah’s revelations about the “lickings” in Faith
Tabernacle gave us a basis for making inquiries, but nothing more.Slowly the crowd in the house
diminished as people filtered out. At last there were only Peters and Brodie and Suzanne and
me. We took them into separate rooms.Suzanne’s original numbness was beginning to wear off,
but she had a hard time following my questions, to say nothing of answering them. Some things,
like the date of her divorce, escaped her completely. She claimed she simply could not
remember.That bothered me. Cops learn to listen to what’s said as well as to what isn’t; then
they combine the two in order to get at the truth. Suzanne was under a lot of stress, but
nonetheless there was a lot she wasn’t saying. I didn’t know why. She was hiding something, that
much was certain, but I didn’t know what or who she might be protecting. Did Pastor Michael
Brodie exert such influence that he could coerce a mother into concealing her own child’s
murderer? It was a chilling thought, even for someone who has been in this business as long as I
have.We left Gay Avenue around ten o’clock that night. I was starved. It had been a long time
since breakfast. We went to the Doghouse, a lowbrow place in my neighborhood that stays open
all hours and has fed me more meals than I care to count.Peters and I don’t exactly see eye to
eye on food. Peters is an enzyme nut. He eats sprouts and seeds, which may be okay for rabbits,
but in my opinion that stuff is hardly fit for human consumption. He avoids sugar and salt. He
consumes little red meat and can declaim for hours on the evils of caffeine. In other words, there
are times when he can be a real pain in the butt. I don’t mind eating with him, but I’ve thought of
carrying earplugs for when he gets on his soapbox.I, on the other hand, thrive on ordinary,
garden-variety, all-American junk food. Karen got the barbecue in the divorce settlement. It went
with the house. Since that was the only piece of cooking equipment I had mastered and since
barbecuing was unavailable in my downtown high-rise, I converted to restaurants. Other than the
department, the Doghouse is my home away from home.It’s at Seventh and Bell, a few blocks
from where I live. It’s one of those twenty-four-hour places frequented by cops, cabbies,
reporters, and other folks who live their lives while most people are asleep. The waitresses
wouldn’t win beauty pageants but the service is exceptional. The food is plain and plentiful,
without an enzyme in sight. Connie, a grandmotherly type with boundless energy, tapped her
pencil impatiently as Peters groused about the available selections. She finally pacified him with
an order of unbuttered whole wheat toast and some herb tea.I wolfed down a chili burger with
lots of onions and cheese while Peters morosely stirred his tea. “What do you think?” I asked
eventually.“It’s got to be some kind of brainwashing,” he said. “He’s got her hiding something.
The question is, what?”“Beats me.” On the way across town we had exchanged information as
much as possible. Afterward Peters had become strangely quiet and withdrawn. That’s the tough
part about breaking in a new partner. There’s so much to learn before you can function as a
team. Ray Johnson and I had worked together for almost eleven years before he bailed out to
become chief of police in Pasco. I had become accustomed to his habits, his way of thinking. It



was hard to tell where Ray’s ideas left off and mine began.With Peters it was different. He had a
guarded way about him. I was still very much outside the perimeter. After two months of working
together I knew almost nothing about his personal life other than the fact that he was divorced.
For that matter, he didn’t know much about my personal life, either. It’s a two-way street.Peters
gave me a long, searching look. “You ever have anything to do with a cult before?” he asked. The
question was evidently the tip of an iceberg. There was a lot more lurking beneath the surface
than was apparent in his words.“No,” I replied. “First time.”“Lucky for you,” he said, returning to his
studious examination of the bottom of his teacup. I waited a moment to see if he would continue.
He didn’t. At last I gave up and changed the subject.“What’s the agenda for tomorrow?”Before
he could answer, a noisy group meandered out of the bar in a flurry of activity. I caught sight of
Maxwell Cole at the same time he saw me. He extricated himself from the group and came to
our booth. Max is a hulking brute of a man whose handlebar mustache and ponderous girth give
him the appearance of an overfed walrus. “Damned if it isn’t old J. P.” he said, holding out his
hand. “Fancy meeting a brother in a dive like this.”I ignored his hand, knowing it would go away.
Max’s reference was to our fraternity days at the University of Washington. There was no love
lost then and even less now. Then we had been rivals for Karen Moffit’s affections. I won that
round. Karen Moffit became Karen Beaumont, and Maxwell Cole got his nose out of joint. It’s
ironic that five years after Karen divorced me, I’m still stuck with Maxwell Cole. I’m a bad habit he
can’t seem to break.These days he’s a columnist for Seattle’s morning daily, the Post-
Intelligencer. His column, “City Beat,” serves as a pulpit for Maxwell Cole, self-professed righter
of wrongs. He doesn’t pretend to be unbiased. He’s one of those liberals who always roots for
the under-dog whether or not it has rabies.I could handle this self-righteous, pontificating son-of-
a-bitch a little better if I hadn’t spotted old Maxey Baby down on First Avenue a couple of times,
hanging around the porno flicks. I don’t think he was down there doing movie reviews. He looked
at home there, a regular customer, like me in the McDonald’s at Third and Pine.Cole likes to take
on the Seattle Police Department, casting all cops in the role of heavies. I’ve lost more than one
case after he has tried it in the press, noisily waving the flag of the First Amendment all the while.
One of his success stories, Harvey Cahill, killed somebody else within a month after Max got
him acquitted. By then nobody remembered Cole’s bleeding heart. They went gunning for
someone to blame. Yours truly took a little gas.“Still packing a grudge, I see,” Max said,
carelessly reaching across our table to flick a drooping ash into an unused ashtray. He was
oblivious to the fact that he was intruding. I’m sure the idea never crossed his mind.“I’d say it’s a
little more serious than a grudge,” I allowed slowly. “Antipathy would be closer to the mark.”He
turned from me to give Peters a nearsighted once-over, blinking through thick horn-rimmed
glasses. “This your new partner? What happened to Ray?”“Ask the public information officer,” I
said. “He gets paid for answering your questions. I don’t.”Max looked pained. “You know, it
doesn’t pay to deliberately offend the press. You might need our help someday.”“It’s a risk I’m
willing to take.”Connie brought the coffeepot and shouldered Max out of the way. She glared
meaningfully at his cigarette and removed the offending ashtray. There didn’t seem to be any



love lost between Connie and Maxwell Cole, either.“Come on, Max,” someone called from the
door. “We’re waiting on you.”Max paused as if reluctant to abandon the confrontation. He finally
sauntered away. Once the door closed behind him, Connie turned back to me. “He writes mean
stuff about you,” she said, “and he don’t tip too good, either.”That made me laugh. “Maybe I’ll get
even by doing some writing of my own one day,” I told her. I had no idea the opportunity would
present itself so soon.Once she left the table, I turned back to Peters. “What the hell does J. P.
stand for?” Peters asked.“Don’t ask.”“That bad?”I nodded. He had the good sense to drop it.
Jonas Piedmont Beaumont was my mother’s little joke on the world and me too, naming me after
her two grandfathers. I first shortened it to initials and then settled for Beau. The initials had stuck
with people who’d met me during my university days. I wanted to punch Max in the nose for
bringing it up. He once had a nickname too. Maybe I could return the favor.“Now, what’s the next
move?” I asked, returning our focus to the business at hand.Peters looked at his watch. “It’s only
eleven. What say we go back to the office and sift through whatever statements have been
transcribed. That’ll tell us who we should hit up tomorrow.”“Maybe we’ll have a preliminary
medical examiner’s report by then too, with any kind of luck.”We went back to the office. For
another four hours we pored over the Gay Avenue transcripts. Sergeant Watkins must have
moved heaven and earth to have them typed that fast. The pattern was fairly obvious. The adults
were noticeably vague about details prior to five or six months ago, although two of them
indicated they had previously lived in Chicago. They all gave similar accounts of the last few
days leading up to Angel’s death. I paid particular attention to the statement from Jeremiah’s
stepfather, Benjamin Mason. The handprint bruise on that kid’s arm hadn’t come from a fall. No
way. Like Jeremiah, all the children gave every evidence of being scared silly. In his own way,
Jeremiah was just as plucky as Angel Barstogi. I hoped he wouldn’t have to pay the same kind of
price.We finally called it quits about four a.m., so tired we couldn’t make our eyes work anymore.
I invited Peters to stay over with me, but he wanted to go on home to Kirkland, out in the suburbs
across Lake Washington. He in turn offered me a ride home, but I wanted to walk.“It’ll settle me
down so I can sleep.”I walked down Fourth. Most city dwellers avoid deserted streets late at
night. They’re afraid of being mugged; but then, most people don’t pack a loaded .38 Smith and
Wesson under their jacket.Seattle is a deep-water port situated on Elliott Bay in Puget Sound.
Huge container and grain ships ply the waters just off the ends of piers that jut out at the foot of
steep hills. Although the water isn’t more than five blocks from where I live, I seldom smell the
ocean. That morning, though, the wind was blowing a storm in across the sound, and the
pungent odor of saltwater permeated the air.I walked with hands shoved in pockets against
suddenly chill air. Maxwell Cole came to mind as I walked. He’s had it in for me ever since I beat
him out with Karen, and for the last twenty-five years of my life it seems like he’s always been
around, always there to ding me. He was the reporter who covered the shooting when I was just
a rookie.A crazy kid holed up with a gun, and I had to shoot him. He was the only man I ever
killed, a boy really, eighteen years old. It tore me up. For weeks afterward I couldn’t eat or sleep.
All the while my good ole buddy Max, my fraternity brother Max, was playing it to the hilt,



interviewing the boy’s widowed mother, distraught girlfriend, stunned neighbors, making me
sound like a bloodthirsty monster. A department review officially exonerated me, but
exonerations don’t capture headlines. His coverage of that one incident created a killer-cop
legend that twenty years of quality police work hasn’t dented.My relationship with Maxwell Cole
is anything but cordial, yet, whenever I encounter him in public, he always acts like an old pal
has just snubbed him. Old pal hell! As far as I’m concerned, it always takes a monumental effort
at self-control just to keep from decking him. I walked into the lobby of my condo, the Royal
Crest, feeling some elation that once more I hadn’t hit him and given him more fuel for the
fire.The walk had done me good. I was glad to open my apartment door. My place is tiny, a little
over eight hundred square feet, with a view that overlooks the city. Lights from Seattle’s skyline
suffuse my living room with a golden glow, so much so that I often leave the lights off and just sit.
Friends have told me it’s great light for thinking or screwing. I’ve done a whole lot more of the
former in that room than I have the latter.Thinking was what I wanted to do right then. I
undressed, pulled on a frayed flannel robe, and settled into my easy chair, a tall old-fashioned
leather one that I managed to salvage from the debris when I moved out of the house in
Sumner.A sense of quiet settled over me as I gazed out the window. I thought about Angela
Barstogi. Angel. Probably was one now. Yesterday morning she had been a living, breathing five-
year-old. This morning she was dead. What had made the difference? What had turned her into
a homicide statistic?I thought about the people I had met during the day, turning them over in my
mind one by one, trying to get a clear picture of who was involved. I thought about the men
whose statements I had read, from Brodie to Jeremiah’s stepfather, Benjamin, to Thomas,
Amos, and Ezra. They all seemed like dregs to me, seedy characters you’d expect to find living
in a halfway house somewhere. They got my hackles up, made me wary.Thinking about the
people involved, assessing them, trying to sort out the relationship—that’s how I get on track
with a case. And in my mind that’s exactly what this was. The beginning of a case, just like any
other. What I couldn’t have known that morning as the sun began to color the cloud cover
outside my living room window was how much Angel Barstogi’s murder would change my life.I
thought that after I found her killer, everything would continue as it had before. That was not to
be. After poor little Angela Barstogi, nothing would ever be the same.Chapter 3I dragged myself
out of the house at seven-twenty and walked to work, propping my eyes open with a cup of
muscle-bound coffee from the McDonald’s at Third and Pine. The restaurant mirrors the flavor of
the street, and Third Avenue in downtown Seattle is an absolute cross section of life in this
country. I love it and hate it.I feel the same way about the fifth floor of the Seattle Police
Department. That’s the homicide squad. I’ve worked homicide for almost fifteen years. I came to
the fifth floor with all my illusions intact. I was convinced that murderers were the worst of the bad
guys and that capturing killers was the highest calling a police officer could have. It took me a
long time to lose that illusion, to figure out that murder isn’t the worst crime one human can inflict
on another. Maybe part of my disillusionment was just getting older and wiser. I don’t know when
I stopped viewing it as a sacred charge and started seeing it as a job. I wouldn’t be surprised to



find that it happened about the time Karen left me. Most of my life went sour about then.But it
also had something to do with the ambitious new cops showing up on the squad, the ones who
see homicide as a ticket to bigger and better things, who are more concerned with how their
exploits will read in the morning paper than they are about doing the job right. They are plugged
full of university credits in law enforcement theory taught by professors who have never dirtied
their hands with real blood. I don’t like the finished product that shows up on the force or the
ones that filter up to the fifth floor, either. I think the feeling is mutual.All this goes to say that I
don’t care for too many of the guys there these days. Ray and I had been a breed apart from the
others, and it was only after he left that I looked around the floor and found out what was there.
Peters is young, but from my observation, he’s probably the best of the lot. That is not to be
taken as high praise, however, and even now we still hadn’t settled into a solid working
relationship. Peters arrived a few minutes after I did that morning and dropped a file folder on my
desk. It was a preliminary report from the medical examiner’s office.He said nothing when he
tossed it in front of me. He stalked away, hands stuffed in his pockets. I didn’t have to look at the
report to know what was coming. I didn’t need a coroner’s textbook terms to tell me that Angel
Barstogi’s last few minutes on this earth were brutal testimony to man’s inhumanity to man. If
anything, the technical phraseology only made it worse, more dehumanizing.It said that cause of
death was strangulation and that the murder weapon had indeed been the twisted nightgown
around her neck. Analysis of stomach contents revealed that she had eaten a hamburger within
an hour of time of death. It detailed other injuries—broken bones, bruises, cuts. The medical
examiner had removed bits of human tissue and other substances from beneath her fingernails.
Surprisingly, she had not been raped. At least she had been spared that indignity. It was a
blessing, a very small blessing.Peters came back and threw a newspaper down in front of me. I
don’t take a newspaper. It’s a personal protest against people like Maxwell Cole. Consequently I
hadn’t seen the lurid headlines above Angel Barstogi’s baby-toothed smile. One thing about
newspapers, they never disappoint me. I always expect the worst. I consistently get it.The
preliminary report was still warm in my hand, yet I could have read the same information on the
front page and not bothered to go to the office at all. My phone rang before I could say anything
to Peters. It was Arlo Hamilton, the public information officer, wanting to know if I had anything for
his nine a.m. press briefing.“Are you shitting me?” I asked him. “Those assholes know everything
we do. Maybe they should be giving us the briefing.”“Don’t growl at me, Beau. I’m just trying to do
my job.”“Me too,” I responded, and slammed the receiver down in his ear. “Let’s get the hell out of
here,” I said to Peters, grabbing up both the paper and the file. “This case has just become a
media event.”I was pissed off as we headed for the elevator, pissed and looking for somebody to
blame. Peters happened to be close at hand.“What’d you do?” I asked sarcastically. “Pick up the
report on the way home and drop it by the newspaper just for fun?”Peters stopped in midstride
and glared at me. “I thought maybe you did. Maxwell Cole isn’t an old fraternity buddy of mine.”I
looked at the paper again. The byline was indeed Maxwell Cole’s. Somehow he had managed to
worm his column onto the front page. He’s always there, just when I least need him.
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Ken T, “Jance's Best Character. JP Beaumont is my favorite Jance character and has been for
some time. After reading many in his series, I decided to read the first one. Somehow I missed
it.It's a very good introduction into the main characters. They're actually pretty well developed in
the first novel. I've always liked the setting and intricate descriptions she uses for
Seattle.Following novels touch on Anne Corley. Here we get a good dose of her. It's a plot which
is a little far-fetched, but a very enjoyable read none the less.The reader can wonder what
direction the climax will take. After, the actual ending, Ms. Jance writes a very good epilogue
wrapping the book up nicely.”

MEB Haskell, “Love at First Sight or Subterfuge Instead?. This was an excellent mystery, written
by an author, J. A. Jance’s, who never disappoints me. I haven’t followed the J. P. Beaumont
stories, but enjoy the few I have read. This is one book I expect to reread. Some of the
characters were horrendous and i’m Glad I’ve never met anyone like them. Usually, I’m drawn to
a book because I relate to the characters. In this book, I was drawn to the uniqueness of the
situations and I got caught up in the twists and turns of the mysteries instead.This series is quite
different from Ms Jance’s Joanna Brady and Ali Reynolds series. Not what I expected, but very
glad I found this series, as well.”

Ebook Library Reader, “My third time reading this excellent book!!!. It's just as fresh and
devastating as the first time. Beau is a complex character. He is a hard-boiles homicide cop, yet
he is a soft touch in his personal life. In Anne he meets his one true luv, but, she is fatally flawed!
Her early life, the death of her sister and the years she spent in a mental hospital warped her
soul. I believe she really luved Beau and just wanted to end the trail of death she left behind her.
But will he survive? He's tough but his life is blighted by Anne. Want to learn all the derails?
Read this outstanding book.  Highly recommended.”

Sharon Weyant-Muir, “Mystery bookworm. Two Seattle detectives, Beaumont and Peters, are
assigned to find the killer of a 4 year old girl. Mistreated by members of a cult, was Angel killed
by one of them? Looking for evidence and not getting very far, Beau and Peters are further
baffled by two more killings. In meantime, Beau is romantically pursued by Anne Corley and
marries her. The shocking ending makes this mystery a real nail-biter. Excellent intro to new
series.”

Kathryn Cox, “Great even a second time!. I've read every book over the years. J A Jance is an
author I look forward to devouring. Its hard to put down. I read Until Proven guilty over 25 years
ago or more. The character JP has grown old with me over the years. You need to read this
series! I'm from the Seattle area I like reading about the landmarks I can see them in my mind. It
was fun to read again.”



Michael O, “Lady in Red. This is an intriguing start of J P Beaumont life as homicide detective.
Having read other books about him it was interesting to read the story of his wife Anne. The
death of a little girl who brings the lady in Red to town also brings more with her into Beaumonts
life. This is a suspenseful story with several twists that keep you guessing who the killer is.
Surprising last few chapters that will make you glad you read this book.  Five stars well earned!”

C. Hanson, “Her best I've read so far. I've read three or four others in the Beaumont series, and I
have to say this one is my favorite so far, though I do know it's the first of the series. They will all
be favorites for me, because they're set in my birth place and home town of Seattle. The stories
seem so much more real when you can see the scenes in your mind. But that is certainly no
distraction from Jance's great writing abilities. It's just an added attraction for me. I really love
the way her books are so smoothly written. Everything is so clear and characters' feelings so
easy to understand. I almost never have to reread a passage to get the meaning, when written
by Jance.This particular Beaumont book was also very twisty, and interesting, because it tells of
Beau's life preceding all the other novels in the series. It explains how a cop can become
wealthy and what happened to his first wife.  I loved it!”

S Riaz, “Until Proven Guilty. I read this book when it was originally published - buying books from
the US to feed my mystery addiction was difficult in pre-Amazon times! Having brought a kindle
recently and discovering these were available, it is a joy to re-read them. This is the first J P
Beaumont mystery, in which we meet all the characters we come to love in the series - Beau
himself, his partner Peters, Ralph Ames, etc. Also, this first book is the one in which Beau meets
the mysterious Anne Corley. He is investigating the death of a five year old girl, whose mother
belonged to a rather sinister church. Anne Corley, beautiful and wealthy, comes to the funeral
and, from that point on, she becomes the centre of the book. J.A. Jance is a masterful author
and many other books in this series are brilliant, but this has to be my favourite. The kindle
version was well edited, but there was one critism I have to make. The chapter titles take the first
line of each chapter as a heading (which they don't in the book version). This means that there
is a very serious spoiler in one of the headings. I remembered the ending, so it did not spoil my
enjoyment of the story, but I think it would be a real issue if you were coming to the book for the
first time. So, I would suggest that you avoid looking at the chapter headings if possible and, if
you want to know how many there are, there are 26 and an epilogue.  Enjoy!”

Johan Larsen, “good. good”

Mary A., “Full of suspense. Fast moving with a very unusual ending. Liked this book
enormously.  Look forward to more of the same by this author.”

Cas, “I couldnt put this down.. I really did enjoy this read. I just got through it so quick as I could
not put it down.  I look forward to reading some more of J A Jance.”



Susan Cook, “an excellent whodunnit!. JP Beaumont is an old school homicide detective, he is
only in his 40s but is older than anyone else in his department. He is jaded after a divorce, where
his wife left with another man and moved interstate with his 2 children.He finds himself
investigating the murder of a 5 y.o. girl Angela, known as Angel, whose mother belongs to a
religious sect that promotes physical punishment for children and adults alike. While
investigating the case he meets a beautiful woman and had a whirlwind courtship. The case gets
complicated when the girl’s mother and the preacher who heads the sect are murdered also.
Who is the guilty party, is it the bereaved and estranged father of little Angela or someone else
all together?”
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